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China, a country with a long history and splendid civilization, enjoys great 
reputation for its culture across the world. With the development of international trade 
and economic globalization, China has entered an era of rapid development, 
especially after the policies of reform and opening up. More and more frequent 
communication with the world brings Chinese cuisine in close contact with the world. 
Nearly each western tourist who comes to China, whatever purposes he/she holds, is 
eager to taste Chinese food. However, few Chinese restaurants provide English 
versions of the food menus. Even existing English food menus are full of various 
mistakes. Such inappropriate translations do not fulfill the purpose of transmitting the 
brilliant Chinese culture, but keep foreign customers outside, since foreign customers 
without Chinese cultural background have no idea of what the dish is. 
Faced with problems in the translation of Chinese food menus into English, this 
thesis selects the German functionalist theory as the pillar theory to make studies on 
Chinese dish names. The German functionalist theory, of which Skopostheorie is the 
core theory, believes that any text is translated to fulfill the functions of the text 
(providing as much information as possible to attract foreign customers) and the 
source text only serves as the information origin instead of the only standard for the 
translation. The translator can organize the target text according to his/her own 
comprehension provided that he/she has a clear idea of the features and functions of 
the source text. English versions of Chinese menus, most of which serve foreign 
customers, can be considered as a kind of tourist text. Chinese food menus have the 
informative and vocative functions according to the text typology theory. 
“Informative function” refers to the function that menus have to express basic 
information of dishes like materials, cooking methods, flavors, etc. while “vocative 
function” is the function of the dish names to attract foreign customers. 














names, and discuss the differences between Chinese and western cuisine cultures 
using the German functionalist theory to get a sound comprehension of both the 
source culture and the target culture. Due to the big differences between Chinese and 
western cultures, the translator should take into full consideration foreign customers’ 
cultural backgrounds, eating habits, acceptability and so on. Meanwhile, the thesis 
will summarize the errors in the translation of Chinese food menus into English. On 
the basis of analyzing the translation errors, this thesis classifies Chinese dish names 
into six types and suggests specific related translation strategies including literal 
translation, free translation and transliteration according to Nord’s “documentary 
translation” and “instrumental translation”. 
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